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Is it Bullying?
Do these situations show bullying, teasing, mean, or conflict? Cut out the
pictures below and glue them into the correct categories on the next page.
A student intentionally
bumps into a classmate
whenever they pass in
the hallway and
encourages other
students to laugh.

Micah is known by his
friends to be terrible at
keeping track of his things.
After losing his jacket again,
his friend tells him, “We’ll
need to staple it to you after
this!”. Micah laughs and
replies “Yes! But it might get
hot in the summer!”.

A group of girls sets up a
fake social media page
for another student with
embarrassing photos
and untrue statements
and facts and shares the
page with their
classmates.

Laura doesn't want to be
Julie's friend anymore. Julie
hasn’t been invited to a
birthday party at Laura’s
house and rarely talks to
her anymore. Julie's mom
reports, “this situation has
devastated Julie."

A group of boys is playing
HORSE at recess. Whenever
someone tries to make a
shot, the others shout “Miss!
Miss! Not gunna happen!”.
Everyone is having fun and
no one’s feelings are hurt.

Kyle asks to sit with
Jim at lunch. Jim has
just found out he
failed his math test.
He scowls and
shouts “no!” and
moves to eat alone.

Girls in a high social
status clique humiliate
and repeatedly make fun
of another student.

JIzzy is upset that
the new boy is
sitting in his seat,
so he pushes his
books off the table
as he walks by. He
apologizes the next
day.

Beth shoves her
friend in the heat of
an argument.

Shane and Mark are
arguing at recess over
who should get to be
captain for the kickball
game.

Jessica accidentally
drops and breaks
Michelle’s toy she
brought from
home. Michelle
yells “You stupid
jerk!” at Jessica.

Liz comes to school
wearing the dress she
knew Maria was planning
to wear for school picture
day. Maria says she’s
never speaking to Liz
again. Liz says that Maria
is being a selfish baby.
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Sarah and Meg have a
running joke where they
hide a scary face picture for
each other to find. They
both have fun playing it and
like the startle they get
when they find the picture.

Best friends Matt and Jo
are eating lunch. When
Matt tries to open his
chips, he pulls too hard
and chips fly everywhere.
Jo yells, “Woah, careful
Hulk hands!”. They both
laugh and work together
to clean up the chips.

A boy frequently has his
gloves hidden or stolen.

Tori had told Kate that she
could have her dessert at
lunch if Kate let Tori play
with the jump rope at
recess, but Tori forgot and
ate her dessert before she
remembered. Now Kate is
upset and thinks Tori is a
liar.

